
• Any number of players can compete with creative shots while trying to avoid gaining the letters 
P-I-G. 

• The first player attempts a creative shot with the dorf, anywhere and anyhow (be sure to thoroughly 
explain your shot before each attempt).

• If the player misses the attempt the next player attempts to make a creative shot of their own.  This 
continues until a shot is made.

• If a player successfully completes a shot, all other players must successfully complete the same 
shot. Players failing to complete the shot receive a letter, the first being P....

• When a player misses a shot that would give them letter G they can “Prove It” by attempting the 
same shot a second time.  If the player proves it, they are still in the game with only two letters. If 
they miss, they can no longer participate and have just been PIGGED OUT!

• During the game there are no warm up shots, dribbling is ok, but any shot counts as a turn.  Players 
who are not currently shooting can practice.

And the winner is.... Larry!!  How a score sheet works: Every time a player misses a shot and gets a 
letter it is that player’s responsibility to record the letter on the score sheet.  Once a player is pigged 
out they have to sign the score sheet to verify they are a non-winner.  A score sheet can be quickly 
drawn up on any piece of paper. Remember:  There are no losers in baldorf, only non-winners.

Example Pigdorf Scoresheet

Larry

MJ

Magic

P I

P I G

P I G

Non-winner sign:    Magic    MJ

Name Score

How to Play



Why play Pigdorf?
There’s lots of other games out there to play, so why try this one?   As you spend time with your 
newly adopted family the Handy-Dandys, keep in mind there are many great reasons to play Pigdorf:
• Although it can be played anywhere, Pigdorf is best played outside.  Grab your dorfs, get outside, 

breathe some fresh air and enjoy the beauty of your local natural environment.
• Pigdorf is a game of athletic ability.  Properly played, Pigdorf will give you a nice workout, leading 

to a healthy body and healthy mind.
• Pigdorf leads to baldorf.  If you want to become a world-class baldorf player, start with Pigdorf and 

work your way up.
• To become a true member of baldorf Nation, one must understand and follow the eight sacred 

baldorf principles, known as the Way of the Dorf.  Mastering the Way of the Dorf helps baldorf 
players become successful in all walks of life.   Healthy living, community involvement and 
sportsmanship are just some of the Ways.  To understand them all, and for more good reasons to 
play Pigdorf, visit our website.

The baldorf Store
Like the Handy-Dandys?  Visit The Wood at the baldorf 
store to adopt all 8 baldorf families, get a baldorf 
t-shirt and more.  E-mail us at info@mysticrhoads.org 
to get 13% off your next baldorf order.

www.mysticrhoads.org

The baldorf Charitable Foundation: If you’re new to baldorf Nation you may not know that 
baldorf is more than just a game - it also plays an important part in supporting the baldorf Charitable 
Foundation.  Taking its name from the game, the Foundation lends a hand to communities in need 
through education, healthy lifestyles and environmental conservation efforts.  Playing baldorf helps 
raise money for  the Foundation, which is used for community improvement projects and to provide 
grant funding to local organizations wanting to make a difference.  So go ahead, bounce a dorf.  
Each time you do the world becomes a better place.

The world is our court.

Pigdorf and baldorf are 
created by Mystic Rhoads 
Productions, a 501(c)(3) 
charitable organization.
 

MRP’s Mission: To improve communities through 
education, healthy lifestyles and environmental 
conservation efforts. 


